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VAL DI FIEMME land of nordic sports
fis nordic combined world cup in sight 

Italy's Val di Fiemme hosts three World Cup events at the end of the month
The local Nordic Ski Fiemme OC once again ...on track! 
Several side events in Val di Fiemme from 26 to 28 February
Eric Frenzel (GER) on top of the World Cup overall


Three days of snow, show, sport and fun, all ...combined one with the other! From 26 to 28 February the FIS Nordic Combined World Cup will be back in Italy's Val di Fiemme and world's best athletes will be fighting for medals and glory inside the modern venues of Predazzo (Ski Jumping Stadium) and Lago di Tesero (Cross Country Skiing Arena).
The updated programme of the penultimate World Cup leg in Italy reads as such: trainings and qualifications at the SJ Stadium on Thursday 25 from 6pm onwards, Team Sprint race (HS 134/2x7,5k) on Friday (jumping session at 10.30am and ski race at 2pm) and two Individual Gundersen events (HS 134/10k) on Saturday and Sunday (jumping session at 10am followed by the XC skiing race at 1pm).
The so-called Italy's cradle of Nordic Sports and its organising group, namely the Nordic Ski Fiemme OC, will be entertaining everyone with fantastic sport competitions, but also with side events all over the World Cup weekend. All spectators will enjoy a special and free 'Jump in the Breakfast' moment on Saturday 27 and Sunday 28 February mornings inside the SJ Stadium, while the Winterfest will get on stage in Predazzo on Saturday evening with food, drinks and live music.
Concerning the 2015/2016 FIS NC World Cup, the defending World Cup champion Eric Frenzel (GER) won the Triple in Seefeld last weekend and jumped on the first step of the provisional overall standings. The German superstar grabbed the Triple for the third time in a row and it was a spectacular duel between two of the top NC specialists of this season, Frenzel and Japanese Akito Watabe. Frenzel eventually won the title ahead of Watabe and the podium was rounded out by Fabian Riessle of Germany. As said, Frenzel now sits on top of the provisional overall table ahead of Riessle and Watabe. The World Cup series is now moving to Norway and Finland, before the Italian steps scheduled at the end of this month.
Info: www.fiemmeworldcup.com

